
Teacher’s Guide to Worksheet 3

Worksheet 3:  “The NL Responds to the Manifesto” Reading Questions

The following article is a response the Brotherhood Manifesto, a document written by players
accusing the National League owners of treating players like slaves and caring only for “dollars
and cents.”  It is written by a committee of owners.

1. Who was the audience for this document?

The public.

2. List the owners’ accomplishments.

• Untarnished record for fourteen years.
• Sponsor for the honesty and integrity of baseball
• Restored dignity of the profession
• Guaranteed players generous salary
• Rescued game from corruption and disgrace
• Abolished pool-selling and open betting
• Prohibited games on Sunday
• Prohibited sake of liquors
• Strict enforcers of these moral rules
• Initiated “reserve clause” to help out weaker teams and provide financial stability for

game. According to the NL response (1889), since the reserve clause went into effect the
following accomplishments were obtained:

 Salaries of players trebled since reserve clause was initiated
 Higher degree of skill is maintained
 The game increased in popularity

3. What do the owners say about their profitability?  Give specific numbers.

They say that stockholders in 8 league clubs received dividends less than $150,000, at the
same time certain league players were making $1, 500,000. They also say that $600,000 was
allocated for grounds and improvements. What is more significant, however, is what they do
not disclose. What was the sum of total profits?

4. What criticisms can you make about the owners’ argument?

The paragraph about profits is carefully-crafted and deceptive. It does not actually reveal the
total profits. What do the managers pocket?

The owners argue that they “cleaned up” the game of baseball and offer specific, extreme
examples of doing so. However, other specific examples exist that show corruption existing
even after management was around.  To really back up their argument, owners need to
provide general statistics showing the overall decrease of corruption in the game.


